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Basic use of discourse particles in Thai

 Thai is an SVO language.

 Inflections and morphological devices do not exist.

 Meanings are attained from the syntactic relations formed by  
   the word order under the SVO structure.

(1)   khǎw  rák    thəə 
       he       love   she 
       'He loves her.' 

(2)   thəə      rák    khǎw 
       she       love   he 
       'She loves him.'
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 Extra meanings and implications are conveyed through  
   discourse particles (Tawilapakul 2016)

(3)   A:         dɔ̀ɔkmáy  raakhaa  chɔ̂ɔ        lá         thâwrày      khráp 
                    flower      price       bouquet   a/per   how much  polite.mas. 
        ‘How much is a bouquet?’  
                    (Expressing politeness to someone who is not an acquaintance.)

Gender and politeness

         B:         sɔ̌ɔŋrɔ́ɔy         bàat  khà.            
   two hundred   baht   polite.fem.   
   ‘Two hundred baht.’ 
                     (A shop assistant expresses politeness to a customer.)

Basic use of discourse particles in Thai
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 Extra meanings and implications are conveyed through  
   discourse particles

(4)   A:         mʉ̂akhʉʉn   pay   paatîi  maa     là 
        last night     go     party   come   LÀ 
   ‘I was at the party last night.’ 
                    (Calling for a response from the hearer)

Call for hearer’s reaction

         B:        rə̌ə.               sànùk  làsì 
         yes/no QW   fun      LÀSÌ 
   ‘You were? You had a great time, didn’t you?’ 
                     (Asking for agreement/disagreement)

A:         sànùk  mâak  ləəy 
       fun      a lot    LƏƏY 
       ‘Yes, I did.’ 
             (Emphasising degree)

Basic use of discourse particles in Thai
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 Extra meanings and implications are conveyed through  
   discourse particles

(5)   A:    sùthaa  cà      pay  pháttháyaa 
   Sutha   FUT   go    Pattaya 
   ‘Sutha will go to Pattaya.’

Express speaker’s reaction

         B:   khǎw  plìan      cay      pay  phuukèt  lɛ́ɛw 
         he       change  heart   go    Phuket    LƐ́ƐW     
         ‘He has changed his mind. He will go to Phuket.’ 
               (Countering hearer’s expectation and urging an update of  
               new information) 
 

Basic use of discourse particles in Thai
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 Extra meanings and implications are conveyed through  
   discourse particles

(6)   A:  sùthaa   chɔ̂ɔp  mǎa 
      Sutha     like      dog 
      ‘Sutha likes dogs.’

Express speaker’s reaction

         B:  khǎw   chɔ̂ɔp   mɛɛw   tàaŋhàak 
        he        like       cat       TÀAŊHÀAK 
        ‘He likes cats (not dogs).’ 
              (Denying incorrect information held by the speaker 
              and urging an update) 
 

Basic use of discourse particles in Thai
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Multiple particles

B:    khaw24    tɛ̀ɛŋŋaan   lɛ́ɛw     tàaŋhàak    là   cá 
        he            marry        LƐ́ƐW    TÀAŊHÀAK     LÀ  CÁ 
        ‘He is now married!’

•  Là suggests the resolution of the issue under discussion and  
 calls for the hearer’s reaction.

• Cá conveys politeness to the hearer who is younger or less  
senior than the speaker and suggests the resolution of the  
issue under discussion.

AAA 2018

(7)   A:    sùthaa   pɛn      sòot      yùu 
       Sutha    COP    single   PROG 
      ‘Sutha is still single.’

•  Lɛ́ɛw indicates a comparison between the states before and at RT  
   (presupposition).

•  Tàaŋhàak presents an emphasis on the state at RT (assertion).



 The phonological variant of lɛɛw45
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Phonological variants

(8) Context: Danai told Sunan he would travel to Pattaya on Friday. However, he 
had to cancel this trip because of an urgent meeting on the same day.

Sunan:  wansùk  pay  pháttháyaa  làsì 
              Friday    go    Pattaya       LÀSÌ     
             ‘You’re going to Pattaya on Friday, aren’t you?.’

Danai:  (i) mây   pay     lɛ́ɛw 
                NEG   to go  LƐ́ƐW 
                ‘No, I’m not going (I expected I would go but I’m not going).’

(ii) mây    pay     lɛ̂w 
     NEG   go       LƐ̂W 
     ‘No, I’m not going (I expected I would go but I’m not going. I’m not 
      happy with this).’
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Phonological variants

 (9)    phrûŋníi     cà       pay  phuukèt   ná.    bɔ̀ɔk  mɛ̂ɛ        dûay 
   tomorrow   will      go    Phuket    NÁ     tell    mother    also 
  ‘Tomorrow I’ll go to Phuket. Please tell mum.’

(10) pay  nâ.    yàa      yûŋ 
  go    NÂ    don’t   mess with 
  ‘Go away! Don’t mess with me!’

(11) phrûŋníi      mii      sɔ̀ɔp     náa.     pay  ʔàan   nǎŋsʉ̌ʉ 
  tomorrow    have   exam   NÁA     go     read   book 
  ‘There’s an exam tomorrow. Go study!’

(12)   ráan   nán  ʔàrɔ̀ɔy       nâa.     pay  lɔɔŋ  kanthə̀ 
  shop  that  delicious    NÂA      go    try    let’s 
  ‘That restaurant serves delicious food. Let’s try!’

(13) nǎŋsʉ̌ʉ  lɛ̂m         níi    dii       naa.    mây  lɔɔŋ  ʔàan  rə̌ə 
  book     CLASS.  this  good   NAA      not    try     read  Q 
  ‘This book is a good. Don’t you try reading it?’ 
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(14)   A:   thúk  khráŋ  danay  kin   yaa           sɔ̌ɔŋ  mét        
           every time    Danai   eat  medicine   two   CLASS 
          'Every time, Danai takes 2 tablets of paracetamol.’

Setup move 
Payoff move  

Agree or disagree?

 Formal semantic/pragmatic analyses on Thai particles 

Tawilapakul (2013): Lɛɛw45

B:   khráŋ  níi      khǎw  kin   pay  sǎam  mét         lɛ́ɛw 
  this     time   he       eat   go   three   CLASS   Lɛ́ɛW  
  ‘(Countering your expectation) This time he has taken 3 tablets!'
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      di.  Is the latter greater than the former? 
      Ans(di) = Yes 
      dii. Is the latter smaller than the former? 
      Ans(dii) = No

1.  Is it the case that Danai takes two paracetamols?

a.  What kind of pain killer does Danai takes every time?

ai.  Does Danai take aspirin every time? 
      Ans(ai) = No 
aii. Does Danai take paracetamol every time? 
      Ans(aii) = Yes

b.  How many paracetamols does Danai take every time?

bi.  Does Danai take two paracetamols every time? 
      Ans(bi) = Yes 
bii. Does Danai take three paracetamols every time? 
      Ans(bii) = No

c.  How many paracetamols does Danai has taken this time?

ci.  Has Danai taken two paracetamols this time? 
      Ans(ci) = No 
cii. Has Danai taken three paracetamols this time? 
      Ans(cii) = Yes

d.  What is the relation between the number of paracetamols Danai  
     takes every time and the number of paracetamols that he has  
     taken this time?

Strat(1) = <1, {<a, {<ai, ∅>, <aii, ∅>}>, 
<b, {<bi, ∅>, <bii, ∅>}, <c,{<ci, ∅>,  
<cii, ∅>}>, <d,{<di, ∅>, <dii, ∅>}>}>

QUD (1)          = ∅ 
QUD(a)           = <1> 
QUD(ai)          = <1, a> 
QUD(Ans(ai)) = <1, a, ai> 
QUD(aii)         = <1, a> 
QUD(Ans(aii)  = <1, a, aii> 
QUD(b)           = <1> 
QUD(bi)          = <1, b> 
QUD(Ans(bi)) = <1, b, bi> 
QUD(bii)         = <1, b> 
QUD(Ans(bii)) = <1, b, bii> 

(Roberts 2012:18)

Strat(ai)  = <ai, ∅> 
Strat(aii) = <aii, ∅> 
Strat(a)   = <a, {<ai, ∅>, <aii, ∅>}> 
Strat(bi)  = <bi, ∅> 
Strat(bii) = <bii, ∅> 
Strat(b)   = <b, {<bi, ∅>, <bii, ∅>}> 
Strat(1)   = <1, {<a, {<ai, ∅>, 
                  <aii, ∅>}>, <b, {<bi, ∅>, 
                  <bii, ∅>}>}> 

(Roberts 2012:19)
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Introduction

(15)   mây   rúuchàk  danay  rə̌ə.   khǎw  pɛn    câwkhɔ̌ɔŋ  rooŋŋaan  níi   nà       
         NEG   know      Danai  Q       he      COP  owner        factory      this  NA 
         ‘You don’t know Danai? He is the owner of this factory.’ 

  

Following Cooke (1989), nà suggests that the utterance has low relevance for 
the current issue. The information is thus not important and might not trigger QUD shift. 

Based on QUD: 
φ is relevant iff it is Q-relevant or DP-relevant. 
Rel(φ) can be defined as the degree to which φ is relevant: 
• It reduces the entropy of Q  (van Rooij, 2003; McCready, 2009) 
• Learning  φ changes the utilities the speaker assigns to a (McCready 2012).
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 Formal semantic/pragmatic analyses on Thai particles 

McCready and Tawilapakul (2015): Nà
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Introduction

(16)   Boss:          phrûŋníi    mii     pràchum  tɔɔn  kìi                         mooŋ     
                            tomorrow  have  meeting   at      how much/many   o’clock    
                            ‘What time is the meeting tomorrow?’

AAA 2018

 Puzzle: khá and khà

   Secretary:  i)  pɛ̀ɛt    mooŋ     ŋay    khá/*khà    
         eight   o’clock   ŊAY   HON.fem. 

                         ‘8 o’clock (don’t you remember?).’
    ii)  pɛ̀ɛt    mooŋ     khà/*khá    
         eight   o’clock   ŊAY   HON.fem. 

                         ‘8 o’clock.’
   iii)  phrûŋníi    mây  mii      pràchum  rɔ̀ɔk    khà/*khá 
         tomorrow NEG  have  meeting    RƆ̀ƆK  HON.fem. 

                         ‘There is no meeting tomorrow (this is the correct information).’
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   The use of khá and khà
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The use of khá and khà

(17)   Secretary (aged 55) to Boss (aged 45):           
 khun                           phót  cà    hây  nát                                khun                            kaan   

         HON.2nd/3rd person  Phot FUT give make an appointment   HON.2nd/3rd person  Kan 
 kìi                         mooŋ    dii      khá 
 how much/many  o’clock  good  HON.fem. 

         ’When would you like me to make an appointment with Khun Kan for you?’
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 Honorifics and politeness: Srinarawat 2005; Iwasaki & Ingkaphirom 2005;   
                                                 Inthachakra 2013, among others)

(18)   Customer to Receptionist:           
 hɔ̂ɔŋnáam  pay  thaaŋ  nǎy      khá   

         restroom    go    way     which  HON.fem. 
         ’Where is the restroom?’

(19)   New acquaintances (same age):           
 yindii       thîi   dây  rúucàk  khà            khun                            maalii 

         pleased  that  can  know     HON.fem.  HON.2nd/3rd person  Malee 
         ’Pleased to meet you, Khun Malee.’

(20)   Father to a young daughter:           
 sàwàtdii   khun                           khruu      sì  khà 

         say hello  HON.2nd/3rd person  teacher  SÌ  HON.fem. 
         ’Say hello to the teacher (with the ‘wai’ gesture).’
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The use of khá and khà

(21)   Context: A daughter tells her grandmother about her friend. 

 ʔànan  pɛn    phʉ̂an  thîi  rooŋrian  khà  
         Anan    COP  friend   at    school    HON.fem. 
         ’Anan is my school friend.’

AAA 2018

 Illocutionary force

Khà-marked assertion Affirmative/imperative intention  
of the speaker

(22)   Context: A customer asks the shop assistant about the opening time of the shop. 

 ráan   pə̀ət    kìi  mooŋ             khá 
         shop   open  how many/much  HON.fem. 
         ’What time will the shop open tomorrow?’

Khá-marked assertion Interrogative/affirmative intention 
of the speaker
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The use of khá and khà

(23)   Context: A daughter tells her grandmother about her friend. 

 ʔànan  pɛn    phʉ̂an  thîi  rooŋrian  khà/*khá  
         Anan    COP  friend   at    school    HON.fem. 
         ’Anan is my school friend.’

AAA 2018

 Bilmes (2001)

Khà appears after a statement or a command

(24)   Context: A customer asks the shop assistant about the opening time of the shop. 

 ráan   pə̀ət    kìi  mooŋ             khá/*khà 
         shop   open  how many/much  HON.fem. 
         ’What time will the shop open tomorrow?’

Khá is used when asking a question, summoning, or 
responding to a statement.
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The use of khá and khà
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 Bilmes (2001)

(25)   Boss:          phrûŋníi    mii     pràchum  tɔɔn  kìi                         mooŋ     
                            tomorrow  have  meeting   at      how much/many   o’clock    
                            ‘What time is the meeting tomorrow?’

   Secretary:  i)  pɛ̀ɛt    mooŋ     ŋay    khá/*khà    
         eight   o’clock   ŊAY   HON.fem. 

                         ‘8 o’clock (don’t you remember?).’

    ii)  pɛ̀ɛt    mooŋ     khà/*khá    
         eight   o’clock   ŊAY   HON.fem. 

                         ‘8 o’clock.’

   iii)  phrûŋníi    mây  mii      pràchum  rɔ̀ɔk    khà/*khá 
         tomorrow NEG  have  meeting    RƆ̀ƆK  HON.fem. 

                         ‘There is no meeting tomorrow (this is the correct information).’

Bilmes’s claim does not clearly account for the non-interchangability  
of khà and khá.
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   Kaufmann’s (2010) strong and weak presupposition 
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Kaufmann’s strong and weak presupposition
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 Stalnaker’s (2002) speaker presupposition 

(26)   Sutha:  plaathɔɔŋ   taay  lɛ́ɛw 
                     goldfish      die    LƐ́ƐW 
                     ‘The goldfish died.’ 

Propositional attitude of the 
individual speaker

Speaker presupposition

There was a goldfish.

It was not a young fish  
but looked very healthy. 

It would live well.

Sutha Sunan

Thani

The goldfish died.

Sutha believed that it is common 
belief that the goldfish would not die.

?
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Kaufmann’s strong and weak presupposition
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 Stalnaker’s (2002) speaker presupposition 

 Sunan:   pɛn    pay  mây   dây 
               COP  go    NEG  can 
               ‘That's impossible!'

(27)    Sutha:    plaathɔɔŋ   taay  lɛ́ɛw 
                        goldfish      die    LƐ́ƐW 
                       ‘The goldfish died.’ 

   Presupposed:  The speaker  
   believes that that the goldfish would  
   not die is commonly believed.  

Asserted: The goldfish died.

   The belief that the goldfish would  
   not die is shared.  

It is common belief that φ among the member of group G if and only if member 
of G believes that it is common belief that φ (Stalnaker 2002:707). 

Thani:    mây   plɛ̀ɛkcay    ləəy 
              NEG  surprised  at all 
              ‘I'm not surprised at all.'

The belief that the goldfish would  
not die is not shared.  

It is a logical truth that anything that is common belief will be believed to be 
common belief by all members of the group (Stalnaker 2002:707). 
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Kaufmann’s strong and weak presupposition
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 Stalnaker’s (2002) speaker presupposition 

           Sutha:    plaathɔɔŋ   taay  lɛ́ɛw 
                        goldfish      die    LƐ́ƐW 
                       ‘The goldfish died.’ 

   Presupposed:  The speaker  
   believes that that the goldfish would  
   not die is commonly believed.  

Asserted: The goldfish died.

The time of utterance The point after the utterance

The speaker’s presupposition is an attitude of the speaker at the utterance  

time about the the point after the utterance.  
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Kaufmann’s strong and weak presupposition
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 Kaufmann’s (2010) speaker presupposition 

(28) The speaker speaker-presupposes φ if and only if (s)he believes that φ is commonly  

believed, i.e., if and only if [Bs][C]φ is true. 

Stalnaker’s definition of common belief

Stalnaker’s temporal dimension

(29) The speaker weakly presupposes that φ  

if and only if s/he believes that φ will be  

commonly believed at the time of update.

(30) The speaker strongly presupposes that φ  

if and only if s/he believes that φ is already  

commonly believed at the utterance time.
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   The application   
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The application
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 khà

         Boss:          phrûŋníi    mii     pràchum  tɔɔn  kìi                         mooŋ     
                            tomorrow  have  meeting   at      how much/many   o’clock    
                            ‘What time is the meeting tomorrow?’

Secretary:    pɛ̀ɛt    mooŋ     khà/*khá    
    eight   o’clock   ŊAY   HON.fem. 

                    ‘8 o’clock.’

(31) Context: The boss acknowledges that a meeting will take place tomorrow but  
                      has no idea about the time. 

Asserted: ‘8 o’clock.’ 
Presupposed:  The speaker believes that that the meeting is at 8 o’clock will be  
                             commonly believed at the time of the update. 

The speaker believes that the time of the meeting will be commonly believed  
when the update takes place.

Aim To provide new information
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The application
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 khà

         Boss:          phrûŋníi    mii     pràchum  tɔɔn  kìi                         mooŋ     
                            tomorrow  have  meeting   at      how much/many   o’clock    
                            ‘What time is the meeting tomorrow?’

    Secretary:     phrûŋníi    mây  mii      pràchum  rɔ̀ɔk    khà/*khá 
         tomorrow NEG  have  meeting    RƆ̀ƆK  HON.fem. 

                         ‘There is no meeting tomorrow (this is the correct information).’

(32) Context: The boss thought there will be a meeting tomorrow. 

Asserted: ‘There is no meeting tomorrow.’
Presupposed: The speaker believes that that there is no meeting  
                         tomorrow will be commonly believed at the time of  
                         the update. 

The downdate of the old information and the update of the  
new information are urged.

The speaker’s belief that there will be no meeting the following day is not a  
common belief at the time of the utterance but it will be commonly believed  
at the time of update.

Rɔ̀ɔk
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The application
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 khá

         Boss:          phrûŋníi    mii     pràchum  tɔɔn  kìi                         mooŋ     
                            tomorrow  have  meeting   at      how much/many   o’clock    
                            ‘What time is the meeting tomorrow?’

(33) Context: The secretary informed the boss about the time of the meeting two  
              days ago but he forgets it. 

Secretary:   pɛ̀ɛt    mooŋ     ŋay    khá/*khà    
    eight   o’clock   ŊAY   HON.fem. 

                   ‘8 o’clock (don’t you remember?).’

Asserted: ‘8 o’clock.’

Presupposed: The speaker believes that that the meeting is at  
                         8 o’clock is commonly believed at the utterance time. 

Ŋay33 The speaker strongly presupposes that that the meeting at  
8 o’clock is already a common belief at utterance time.

Aim To confirm the truthfulness of the asserted information
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   Conclusion and outlook  
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Conclusion and outlook 

 Conclusion:

• Besides relevance, temporal influences on the operations of particles should  
   be investigated.

 Outlook:

• A revised QUD-based approach that covers key features of particles is needed. 

• This paper has revealed that not only honorification/politeness but also  
speakers’ attitudes about the information determine the selection of the  
appropriate feminine honorific. 

• Temporal dimension also plays a role in the operation of particles.

• Phonological variants and other variants from lower hierarchical ranks should  
also be researched.
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ขอบคุณค่ะ

Thank you!

khɔ̀ɔbkhun  khà 

ขอบคุณนะคะ
khɔ̀ɔbkhun  ná  khá

ขอบคุณครับ
khɔ̀ɔbkhun  khráp

ขอบคุณนะครับ
khɔ̀ɔbkhun  ná  khráp
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